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Abstract 
Let q be a prime number. The number of subgroups of order qk in an abelian group G of order 
qn and type 2 is a polynomial in q, [ak']~. In 1987, Lynne Butler showed that the first difference, 
I-~,'] - [ka-'~], has nonnegative coefficients as a polynomial in q, when 2k ~< 12[. We generalize 
the first difference to the rth difference, and give conditions for the nonnegativity of its 
coefficients. 
1. Introduction 
Let [~] be the q-binomial coefficient [9, Ch. I, Section 3]. Butler proved [~, ] - [k-~ 1] 
had positive coefficients as a polynomial in q if 2k ~< n [3]. In this paper we generalize 
her theorem to the rth difference. 
Theorem 1.1. Let r, k, and n be a nonnegative integers. Then if n >t (r + l)k - 1 the 
polynomial 
n 1' ,=o t k - t q 2)(-  1) t 
has nonnegative coefficients. 
The q-binomial coefficient can be generalized to [~k'], which is also a polynomial 
in q. Butler also proved the first difference [ak'] -- [k~-'~] is a polynomial in q with 
nonnegative coefficients [3]. We give, in Theorem 2.1 a sharp version for the rth 
difference, which implies Theorem 1.1. 
Let G be an abelian group of order qn, where q is a prime number. Then G is 
isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic groups 
Z/q;~Z x ... x Z/q'~'Z. 
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The partition (21 . . . . .  2s), where 121 = n and 21/> 22 ~ "'" ~ A s > 0, is called the type 
of 2. Then the (2, q)-binomial coefficient, [~,'], is the number of subgroups of G of order 
qk. It is a polynomial in q. When 2 = (In), 2 '=  (n), and ['~'] = [~]. We use the 
conjugate so that these definitions agree [2]. 
There are three recursions for [ak'] which we will need. Regonati [8] 
deduces the third from the first and the second. Let 2 = (21 . . . . .  2s) be a partition 
of n, let 2=(21-1 ,22 , . . . ,2s  ), ~=(22 . . . . .  As), ).=(21 . . . . .  2~-1+ 1,2s-1) ,  and 
= (21 .... ,2s- l - 2s), where ] and ~ may have to be rearranged so that their parts 
are in nonincreasing order. Then 
^ 
I~l=[k~'__ 1]+qk[~k], (2) 
[~]=[~l+q~'(s-1)[k~'2s ]. (3) 
Note that (1) and (2) generalize Pascal's recursion for binomial coefficients. We will 
also need the symmetry property, 
which is a consequence of duality [4, Ch. I, Section 11]. 
Theorem 1.1 is actually a corollary of Theorem 2.1, where we generalize the 
differences of q-binomial coefficients to differences of (2,q)-binomial coefficients. 
We let 
t k - t  q(~)(- 1)t 
and present a class of partitions of n, which includes 2 = (1") if n 1> (r + 1)k - 1, for 
which Sk,(2) has nonnegative coefficients. In Section 2, we present Theorem 2.1. In 
Sections 3and 4 we prove this theorem. In Section 5 we show that this theorem is best 
possible. In Section 6 we show how Skr(2) can be rewritten in terms of cocharge 
polynomials, we restate the theorem, and compare our cocharge polynomial theorem 
with a theorem of Lascoux and Schiitzenberger about signed sums of cocharge 
polynomials. In Section 7 we discuss two special cases. The first is q = 1. The second is 
2 = (1"), and r = 1 or 2. For the second case, we describe a set of partitions whose 
generating function is [~,]-  [k_~l] and then a subset of these partitions, whose 
generating function is a multiple of the second difference of q-binomial coefficients, 
q-k([~,] -- (1 + q)[k-~l] +q[k-~2]). In Section 8, we state conjectures related to 
Theorem 2.1. 
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2. Statement of main result 
In this section, we present Theorem 2.1 about nonnegativity of signed sums of 
(2, q)-binomial coefficients. In order to state it, we need a few definitions. Theorem 2.1 
gives conditions for n, k, r, and 2 under which Sk,(2) is nonnegative. We need special 
partitions of n, which depend on k and r to give the conditions for 2. 
Definition 2.1. Given positive integers n, k, and r, where r > 1 and n >t (r + 1)k - 1, 
we define the following partition of n: 
1. If n t>( r+ l )k+r -3 ,  let y=[n-21k-1) ]mod( r -  1) and let x= 
[_(n-  2 (k -  1) ) / ( r -  1)J. Then 
r - I  
f 
Bkr(n)=( xd-  1 . . . . .  x+ 1,  x . . . . .  X ,x - - l ,  
k J k 
" I y r -  -y  
min(2k - 1, x - l), max(O, 2k - x)) 
2. l fn=(r+l )k+a,  where - l~<a<r-3 ,  wedefine 
Bk,(k)=( k + 1 .. . . .  k + l , k , . . . , k ,k -  1). 
k - -  - - J  
Observe that 
n=(r -1 )x+y+2(k -1)  (5) 
in the first part of the definition. 
We also need the definition of the reverse lexicoffraphic order on partitions of an 
integer n. Given 2 = (21 . . . . .  2s) and F = (Fl . . . . .  Ft), both partitions of n, we say 
2 precedes B, ;t > ~, if there exists j >1 0 such that )-i =/ai for i=  1 , . . . , j  and 
2~ + ~ > Fj + 1- Reverse lex is a linear order on the partitions of n; the partition (n) is the 
first and the partition (1 ~) is the last [7, Ch. I, Section 1]. It is the only order on 
partitions that we will use until Section 6. 
Theorem 2.1. Let n, k, and r be positive integers, and let 3. be a partition of n. I f  
n>/ ( r+ 1)k -  1 andr>l ,  then 
1. s~,(B~,(n)) = o, 
2. if additionally 2 <<, Bk,(n), then Sk,(2) has nonnegative coefficients as a poly- 
nomial in q. 
The r = 1 case is already a theorem, by Butler [3]: 
Theorem 2.2. Let 3. be a partition of n and 1 <~ k <~ n/2. Then [~'] - [k~_'l] has non- 
neffative coefficients. 
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There is also the following corollary, which follows from Theorem 2.1 because for 
all n such that n ~> (r + 1)k - 1, (1 n) < Bk,(n). 
Corollary 2.1. Let n, k, and r be positive inte#ers. I f  n >>, (r + 1)k - I, then the poly- 
nomial 
~ I : l l kn t l ( -1 ) 'q  (;) 
t=O 
has nonnegative coefficients. 
3. Proof  of Theorem 2.1, Part  1 
We use the following two lemmas in our proof  of Theorem 2.1, Part 1. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 2 = (21 . . . . .  2s) and ~ = (22 . . . . .  2s). Then 
Lemma 3.2. I f2  and 2 are as in Lemma 3.1 and 21 >~ k, then 
Sk.,(2) = qkSk.,- 1(~)" (7) 
Before we go on to prove these lemmas, we explain why Lemma 3.2 proves 
Theorem 2.1, Part 1. 
Let B = Bk,(n) where n t> (r + 1)k - 1. We claim Bi >>- k for i = 1 . . . . .  r - 1, in either 
part of the definition of B. 
If n ~> (r + 1)k + r - 3, so we are using the first part of Definition 2.1, we have 
x = r - f (8) 
/>~-r+l )k+r -3 -2(k - l !~- r  1 (9) 
= k + 1. (10) 
If we are using the second part of Definition 2.1, the claim is clear. 
Since Bi ~> k for i = 1 . . . . .  r - 1, we can apply (7) r - 1 times to obtain 
SR,(B) = qk(,- 1)Ski (/~), 
where/~ = (B . . . . . .  B~). 
It is now enough to show that Skl(/~) = 0. I/~l = 2k - 1, using either definition. 
Thus [~'] = I-kB-'l], by the symmetry of the (2, q)-binomial coefficients, (4), so that 
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Ski(B) = [~'] -- [k~'l] = 0. Therefore, Theorem 2.1 will be proved, once the lemmas 
have been. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. In both (1) and (2), let 2 = (1"). The Lemma 3.2 follows by 
replacing k by k + 1 in (2), and then subtracting (1). [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. The proof is a straightforward calculation. 
t=O 
i~__olrtllq~'~'}(-lY(Ik t l - l k_  2' 
i~=olrtllq"?)(--1)t(qk-tlk~tl 
l) _ q.-k+,+l by (6) k- t - l -h1  
r - I  
t=O 
E ~' ]=0 k- t - l -21  
t 11) 
= qkSk.,_l(~' ). [] 
by (1) with 2 = (1") 
because k - 1 < 21 forces 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.1, Part 2 
The key to the proof of the second part of Theorem 2.1 is the second recursion 
for Skr(2). 
Lemma 4.1. 
Skr(2) = Sk,(~) + q~S- I)~,Sk_ Z,.r(~)' (11) 
where 2 = (41 . . . . .  2s), ~ = (41, ... ,2s-1 + 1, 2~ - 1), and 2 = (41, ... ,2s-1 - 2~). 
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Proof .  
Sk,(),) = t k - t q ~)(-  ly 
t=O 
t=0 
t=o t k - t q * ) ( -  1)t + q(S -  t k - ),, - 
= Sk,(2) + qtS - I),LSk _ ,l,,r(~)- 
We also need the next two lemmas. 
by (3) 
t lq (9(  - 1) t 
Lemma 4.2. Let  n >f (r + 1)k - 1, B = Bk,(n), /~ = (/It, ... ,/zs), and fi = (#1 . . . .  , 
/~s-2,/z~- 1 + 1,/~ - 1). I f  p < B and fi >1 B in reverse lex, then Skr(fi) = O. 
Lemma 4.3. Letn  >i (r + 1)k - 1, B = Bk,(n),# = (/-~1 . . . . .  /-/s), / ,~ = (]- l l  . . . . .  / - i s -  1 - ~,/s), 
and B = Bk_  v,,r(n -- 2/~s). I f  l~ < B in reverse lex, then ~ <~ B. 
Before we go on to outline the proofs of Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, let us prove the 
rest of the theorem, assuming they are true. 
To show that the first term on the right-hand side of (11) has nonnegative 
coefficients, we use induction on partitions of n. Fix n, k, and r such that 
n >t (r + 1)k - 1. The base step for the induction is Sk,(BI,,) = 0. Given 2 < Bk,(n), we 
assume Sk,(2)>~ 0 for all 2 such that 2 < 2 ~< Bk,(n). Clearly 2 > 2. We then use 
Lemma 4.2 to show that either ~ ~< Bk,(n), SO that we can use the induction hypothesis, 
or if ~ > Bk,(n), then Skr('2) = O. 
TO show the second term on the right-hand side of(11) has nonnegative coefficients, 
we use induction on k. The base step is satisfied since So,(),) = 1 for all 2. Assume the 
theorem is true if 0 ~< k' < k. Then we use Lemma 4.3 to show that if), < Bk,(n), then 
), <~ Bk_  2,,r(n -- 22~). Since n i> (r + 1)k - 1 means that n - 22s/> (r + 1)(k - ),s) - 1 
for r/> l, we can use the induction hypothesis to obtain Sk - ~,,r(2) i> 0. 
What remains is to prove the two lemmas. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. An outline of the proof that/~ < B < fi forces fi = ((x + 1) y, x "-y, 
2k - 2), in the case n ~> (r + 1)k + r - 3, in the subcase where x - 1 i> 2k - 1, so that 
B = ((x + 1) y, x "-y-2, x - 1, 2k - I), follows. The full proof is routine and long. Once 
we know that this is the formula for fi, we can use the same method to show Sk,(fi) = 0 
as was used to show that Sk,(Bk,(n)) = 0. We consider a, b and c, the indices of the 
first parts where B and/~, B and fi, and g and/~ differ, respectively. The first step is 
showing that a = c< b ~< r -1 .  The second step is showing this implies 
Bb </~b + 1 ~< #o < Ba, which, along with the formula for B, implies c = r - 1, essen- 
tially the result we need. The other cases' proofs' outlines follow the same steps. 
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Proof  of  Lemma 4.3. Assuming  n >i (r + 1)k + r - 3, n - 2/~ ~> (r + 1)(k - 2#5) + 
( r -3 )  as long as r >t l. Thecase( r+ 1)k - l~<n<(r+ 1)k+r -3 i ss imi la r .  
Whennt>(r+ 1)k+r -3 ,  
and 
~_n - 2/~ - 2(k - /~  - 1!_] 
r -1  
)7 = [n - 2/~s - 2(k - /~s  - 1) ]mod(r  - 1) = y. 
Therefore, 
r - - I  
~k 
t ", 
Bk, (n )=(  x+ 1 . . . .  ,X  + I ,  x . . . . .  X ,x - - l ,  
y r -~- -y  
min(2(k - /Q  - 1, x - 1), max(0, 2(k  - I~) - x)). 
/~ is the same as B for the first r - 1 places. 
/~ < B, so there exists a j such that #i = Bi for i = 1 . . . . .  j - 1 and/~ < B~. 
If j ~< r - 1, then/~ </~.  
If j />  r, then B,/~, and/~ all have equal parts up to the r - 1 part, and 
r -1  r -1  
/~= Z B~=n-2k+ 1, 
i=1  i=1 
SO S /> r, 
If s= r, 
Assume s > r. We show that/~,  ~</~,. If/~, </~, ,  clearly/~ </~.  If ~ =/~, ,  since 
/~ has r + 1 parts, we obta in /~ >~/~. 
We consider the two possibilities for/~,. If B, = 2(k - #s), then since s > r, #i =/~ 
for i=  1 . . . . .  r -  1 and 
r -1  
/~ ,=n-2k+l ,  
i=1  
which implies that 
i- 5, = (n - 2~)  - (n - 2k + l) = 2(k - ~)  - 1, 
i=r 
which in its turn implies 
; ,  ~< 2(k - ,s) - 1 </~, .  
I f /~, = x - 1, then since 
/~, ~</~,_~ = x -  1, 
128 
we know that 
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5. Condit ions in Theorem 2.1 are best possible 
In this section, we show that we need the conditions n t> (r + 1)k - 1 and 2 ~< Bkr(n) 
in reverse lex in Theorem 2.1. 
Therorem 5.1. I f  n = (r + 1)k -  2, where r and k are positive integers, then the 
coefficient of q "k-1 in Sk,((ln)) is - I. 
Proof. Write Sk,(n) for Sk~((ln)) and write Sk,(n) = ~ j a~,(n)q j. We need the following 
lemma. Let R(n, k) be the set of all partit ions whose Ferrars diagram fits inside 
a k x (n - k) rectangle. 
Lemma 5.1. Let r, k, and n be positive integers, and let j be a nonnegative integer. Let 
Aik~(n) = {2 = (21 . . . . .  2k)eR(n,k): [21 = k and 2k >>- r}. 
I f  j <~ n -- k, then aJk,(n) = ]A~r(n)[. 
Before we prove the lemma, we explain why it proves Theorem 5.1. First, we 
rewrite Skr(n). 
r r n tlq6)( - 
Using (1), 
Sk,(n) = t k + k - t - 1 q (9( -  1)'. 
Separating the terms in the parentheses, we obtain 
t=o k - t - 1 q6)q,(_ 1) t. (12) 
Suppose n = (r + 1)k -  1. To prove Theorem 5.1, we need to show the coefficient 
of qrk-1 in the first term on the right-hand side of (12), ,k-1 ak, ((r + 1)k- -  2), is - 1. 
We do this by showing the coefficient of qrk-1 on the left-hand side of (12), 
a'k~-l((r+ 1)k -  1), is 0, and the coefficient of q,k-1 in the second term on the 
right-hand side of (12) is 1. 
By Lemma 5.1, aJk,((r + 1)k - 1) = Ia~,(n)l for 0 ~< j ~< n - k = rk - 1. However, 
if a partition 2 has k parts of size at least r, then 121/> rk; i.e. AJk,(n) is empty for 
j < rk. Thus, ,k- 1 dkr ((r + 1)k - 1) = 0. 
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In the second term on the right-hand side of (12), the tth summand is a polynomial 
with lowest term ( -  1)' q"-k +,. In particular, the q"-k from the t = 0 summand will not 
be cancelled. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We use induction on r. We will need the following fact about 
q-binomial coefficients I-9, Ch. 1, Section 3]. Let R(n, k) be the set of all partitions 
whose Ferrers diagrams fit inside a k x (n - k) rectangle. Then I-~,] is the generating 
function for R(n, k), i.e. 
).eR(n,k) 
r = 1: Ski(n) = [~,] -- [k-~ 1]. By (13), 
(13) 
and Z 
2eR(n,k) k 1 2eR(n,k- l) 
If j ~< n - k, all partitions of j in R(n, k - 1) will also be in R(n, k). The only partitions 
of j in R(n, k) which are not in R(n, k - 1) are those which have a nonzero kth part. 
Thus aJkl(n), for j ~< n -- k, is [A~I(n)(. 
r > 1: We assume the coefficient of q~ in Sk,(n) in IAg,(n)l and its coefficient in 
Sk-l.r(n) is [A~_ 1.,(n)l. In order to use the induction hypothesis, we rewrite Sk,(n). 
Using (1), ['+t 1] = [~'] + q'- '+1[,_ '1],  we obtain 
Sk.~+ l(n) = Sk,(n) -- q'Sk-1.,(n). (14) 
The coefficient of q J, for j ~< n -- k, in Sk.,÷l(n) is seen to be 
j j - r  ak,,+ l(n) IAL,(n)I (15) = -IAk-l . , (n) l .  
J J injection 4, where To show that ak,,+l(n)= (n)l, we IAk, r+ 1 first define an 
• j - - r  4. Ak-1,~(n)~ AJk,(n). As long as 4 is truly an injection, 
a~.,+l(n) = Ia~(n)l- 14(a~7-q,~(n))l by (15) 
j - r  = I {#eA~(n):/~ 4(2) all 2eAk_ L~(n)} I. 
Next, we complete the induction step by showing 
j - r  {#EAg,(n): # ~ 4(2) all ,~eAk_L~(n)} = A~,,+~(n). (16) 
j - r  Let 2=(21  .... ,2k-1)eAk-l.,(n). We define 4 (2)=(21  . . . . .  2k-l,r). Since 
2EAJk-~,,(n), 2k-I >jr, sO 4(2) is a partition. Since j<<. n -k ,  j - r  <<.n-k, 
which means that 2~< n-k  for i=  1 .... , k -1 .  Thus 4(2)eR(n,k). Because 
14(2)1 = IAI + r = ( j  - r) + r = j  and 2k = r, 4(2)eA~,(n). Clearly, 4 is an injection. 
The image of 4 is the set {2 • Ak~,(n): 2k = tr}. Therefore, 
j - r  {#~A~,(n): # ~ 4(2) all 2eAk_L,(n)} = {2eA~,(n): 2k > r}, 
which is precisely the definition of A~.~+l(n). [] 
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Theorem 5.2. Let Bk,(n) cover Bkr(n) in reverse lex. I f  r > 1 and n >, (r + 1)k - 1, then 
Sk,(Bk,(n)) has at least one negative coefficient. 
ProoL Suppose n/> ( r+ 1)k + r - 3. Then if 
r -1  
A. 
Bk,(n)=( x+l  . . . . .  x+ l ,  x , . . . , x  ,x - l ,2k -1 ) ,  
y , 
y r - -~-y  
we know that 
f 3 
/~k,(n) = ( x + 1 . . . . .  x + 1 , x . . . . .  x , 12k -2) .  
k / k J 
y r - l - -y  
Since x i> k, we can use Lemma 3.2 r - 1 t imes, and we obtain 
S~,(/~,(n)) --- q l r - l l ks . l ( l~k-2  ) 
=qtr - l 'k ( [2(k  k 1)1 -- I2 (kk : l l ) l )  
= _ qk 2 - 2k + 1 + (r - I lk + lower  order terms, 
since the degree of  [~,] is (n - k)k. If, on the other hand 
r - I  
A 
f 3 
Bk,(n)=( x+ 1 ..... x+ 1, x ..... x ,x - -  1 ,x -  l, 2k -  x), 
~ v 
y r -2 -y  
then we find that 
r -1  
A. f 
Bkr (n)  -~ ( X + 1 . . . .  ,X  + 1 , x . . . . .  x , 12k-2) .  
k J k ) Y v 
y r -y -1  
We use Lemma 3.2 to find again that the coefficient of q k2-2k+~+~-  I}k in 
Sk,(Bk,) is -- 1. 
I fn=(r+ l )k+e,  where - l~<e<r-3 ,  
L 
Bk, (n )=(k+ 1, . . . , k  + 1 ,k  . . . . .  k, k -  1), 
/~k,(n) = (k + 1 , . . . ,  k + 1, 1 tr-  =-  l)k - 2 ) ,  
and the coeff icient of  qrk -  1 in Sk,(Bk,) is negative. By using Lemma 3.2 • + 2 t imes,  we 
obtain 
Sk,(Bk,(n)) = q(~ + 2)k Sk,  r _ (or + 2)((1 (r - = - l}k - 2)). 
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Now let r '=r -c t -2  and n '=( r -c t -  1 )k -2 .  Then n '=( r '+  1)k -2 ,  so by 
Theorem 5.1, the coefficient of r ' k -  1 in Skr,(n' ) i s  - -  1. Thus the coefficient of 
qr'k-l+ta+2)k = q,k-1 in Sk,(Bkr(n)) is -- 1. [] 
6. Comparison with result of Lascoux and Schiitzenberger 
Tableaux, Kostka polynomials, Kau(q), and charge are defined in [7, Chs. I and III, 
V t° ' )  (i Section 6]. Given a partition/~, let n(/~) = ~.~= 1, - 1)#i. For any tableau Tof  shape 4, 
content/~, the cocharge of T, cc(T), is defined as n(/~) - c(T), where c(T) is the charge 
of T. The cocharge polynomial is C~u(q) and 
C~(q) = q"(~)Kau(q- 1). 
In few cases, there are explicit formulas for Ca,(q). The formula we need is for the two 
part shape, 2 = (n - k, k): 
' 11 
See [3] for the proof. 
By regrouping terms in Sk,(2), we can write 
r r tlq(;) ( 
r - - I  
t=O 
= Tk.,- 1(4). 
Rewriting Theorem 2.1 in terms of cocharge polynomials, we obtain: 
(17) 
Theorem 6.1. Let n, k, and r be positive integers, and let 2 be a partition of n. I f  
n>~(r+2)k -1  and r > l, then 
1. Tk,(Bk,(n)) = O, 
2. if additionally 2 <~ Bk,(n), then Tk,(2) has nonnegative coefficients as a poly- 
nomial in q. 
We contrast his with the following theorem of Lascoux and Sch/Jtzenberger [6]. 
Before we can state their theorem, we need the definition of the dominance order on 
partitions of an integer n. We say that 2 >t # in dominance if for all i>0 ,  
21 + ..- + 2i >J #1 + ... +/~. 
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Theorem 6.2 (Lascoux and Sch/itzenberger [6]). Let #1 and #2 be two partitions of n, 
an inteoer, with I~1 <<. 1~2 in dominance. For any v such that I~1 <~ v <~ 1~2, let mob(v) be 
the M6bius function of  the interval I/q,/~2] evaluated at v. Then the sum 
mob(v)Ca~(q) 
has nonnegative coefficients. 
Their theorem sums over contents of cocharge polynomials, while ours sums over 
shapes. 
7. Special cases 
7.1. The q = 1 case 
As mentioned earlier, when the polynomial [~] is evaluated at q = 1 we obtain (~,). 
Thus, the polynomial Sk,(n) becomes, when evaluated at q = 1, 
n ( -  1)'. 
Sk,(n) = t k - t 
The proof that Sk,(n) >>- 0 obviously follow from Corollary 2.1, but there is a much 
simpler direct proof. We show the even terms in Sk,(n) are at least as big as the 
following odd term. Let 0 <~ s <<. r/2. We have the following series of equivalent 
inequalities: 
r!n! 
(2s + 1)!(r - 2s)!(k - 2s)!(n - k + 2s + 1)! 
×((2s + 1) (n -  k + 2s + 1) -  ( r -  2s) (k -  2s)) >/0, 
(2sn + 4s + n + l + 2rs - (r + l)k) ~> O. 
The last holds for s = 0 if and only if n i> (r + 1)k - I. 
7.2. 2 = (1") and r = 1, 2 
The first difference [~,]-  [knl], which has nonnegative coefficients, has several 
combinatorial meanings. George Andrews found a set of partitions whose Ferrers 
diagrams are contained in a k x (n - k) rectangle and whose generating function is 
a multiple of the first difference. In order to describe his set of partitions, A (n, k), and 
then present his theorem, we need some notation. As in (13), let R(n, k) be all partitions 
2 whose Ferrers diagram is contained in a k x (n - k) rectangle. Given a partition 2, let 
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al be the number of boxes in the ith row strictly to the right of the main diagonal of ~,'s 
diagram and bi be the number of boxes in the ith column strictly below the main 
diagonal. Then the Frobenius notation for 2 is the array 
a I ... ) as 
bl b~ " 
Note that al >ai+l and bi >bi+l and ifAER(n,k), then al < n -  k and b~ < k. 
Example 7.1. If 2 is the partition (6, 5, 3, 3, 1), then in Frobenius notation 
10), 




{ } eR(n,k)la~ - b~ < n - 2k, for all i A(n,k)= 2= bl bs 
As we saw in Section 6, the first difference is also the rescaled Kostka polynomial, 
or cocharge polynomial, Ctn_k, ki, l,(q ). The nonnegativity of the polynomial in 
Theorem 7.1 is also a corollary of Butler's theorem in [31. In addition, when the 
difference is actually evaluated at q, a prime power, we obtain the dimension of 
a certain representation f GL(n, q). In the remainder of this section, we give a combi- 
natorial interpretation of Skr(2) for the special case when 2 = (1 n) and r = 2, and 
combinatorially prove Theorem 7.3, a special case of Theorem 2.1. First, we show that 
the set 
{ (cl "'" cs]ld~=O, d i - l<~ci+la l l i ,  andc l>~k-1}  L(n,k)= 2= dl d J  
also has the first difference as its generating function. Next, we show the set 
A(n, k) n L(n, k) has a multiple of the second ifference as its generating function. After 
the proof of Theorem 7.3, we give a bijection between A(n, k) and L(n, k). 
Theorem 7.2. I f  n ~ 2k, then 
I:l 
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Proof. As we saw in (13), 
such that ds # 0. 
q~-1 on A' is 
(c,+, c,+,) 
d l -1  ... ds -  ' 
Case 2: B = {2eR(n,k - l)las = 0 and al < k}. On B, 
~b(2)=2 '=(  blol "'" asb 9" 
Since n ~> 2k, bl < k - 1 ~< n - k. Combining bl < n - k and al < k, we know that 
2'eR(n,k). B's image is the set B' of all partitions (~1, iii ~,) such that ds = 0 and 
cl < k - 1. ~b-1 on B' is conjugation. 
Case 3: C = {2eR(n,k-  1)lal ~> k and as = 0}. On C, the definition is more 
complex. Find the biggest i such that a l -  1 > bi+l. Since 2eR(n ,k -  1), so that 
bl ~< k - 2, b2 ~< k - 3. Therefore, b2 < k - 2 < al - 1, so such an i exists. On C, 
dp(2)= bl + 1 ... bi+ l ai+l as " 
Note that ai - 1 > b~+l and because a~÷l - 1 -N< bi+2, we have a~÷l - 1 < b~, so that 
4~(2) is a legal partition. Also note that the definitions of 4~ and .4 and B are the 
extreme cases of 4~ as defined on C: On .4, i -- s + 1, and on B, i = 0. C's image is the 
set C' of all partitions (dl "" d;) such that ds = 0, c l /> k - 1, and for which there exists 
i such that dl - 1 > ci÷ 1- q~- 1 on C' 'unbends' the hooks and conjugation done by q~. 
We call our candidate for the inverse f and then show f - -  ~-1.  We find the largest 
2eR(n,k) 
The set L(n,k) is the set of partitions in R(n,k) which are not in the image of an 
injection t~ : R(n, k - l) ~ R(n, k), the 'bending hooks' map, which we will now define. 
We divide R(n, k - I) into three disjoint sets, A, B, and C, then define ~b(2) on each set, 
where 
(a l . . .as )  = eR(n ,k -  1). 2 bl bs 
Case 1: A = {2eR(n,k -  1)fas 4:0}. On A, 
(a l -1  ... as - l )  
= e R (n, k). ~b(2) bl + 1 ... bs + 1 
The image of A is the set A' of partitions 
(cl "'" cs) inR(n 'k )d l  d  
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i such that di - 1 > ci+ 1. Then 
( ( : :  ... c~) ) (c ,+ l  ... c i+ l  di+l ... d~) 
f ds = d l -  1 d i -  1 ci+l c~ " 
We need to show that we are using the same 'i' in both ~b andf to  prove f= ~b- 
From the definition of q~, c~ = aj - 1, dj = bj + 1 for j = 1 . . . . .  i; cj = b j, d~ = aj for 
j = i + 1 . . . . .  s; and if j > i, then aj - 1 ~< bj÷l. This last condition translates into 
d i -  1 ~< cj+l for j > i. When j = i, we have bi + 1 = di and ci+l = bi+l so that 
di - 1 = bi > hi+! = ci+ l, and we are indeed using the same i. 
~b is an injection on A, B, and C, and their images, A', B', and C' are disjoint, so it is 
an injection on all of R(n ,k  - 1). L(n ,k)  is the set of partitions in R(n,k)  not in the 
image of th. Explicitly, 
{ (c, t L(n,k)  = 2 = dl ds Id~ = O, di - 1 <~ ci+l all i, and cl >/k - 1 . [] 
Example  7.2.  Le t  n = 12 
1. Let 21= (2 a 4 2)cA 
2. Let 22= (3 2 ° o) eB  
3. Let 23= (28 ~ o) ec  
and k = 4. 
=_ R(12, 3). Then ~b(21) = (~ 3 l)eR(12,4).  
___ R(12, 3). Then ~(22) = (2 ~ o) eR(12,4). 
___ R(12, 3). Then i=  2 and ~b(23) = ( 7 ~ °)eR(12,4). 
Theorem 7.3. I f  n >1 3k - 1, then 
q -k  - - (q+ 1) + q = ;teL(n, kJn A(n,k) 
ql~l. 
Proof .  We prove Theorem 7.3 by injecting A(n, k - 1) into A(n, k), using t~ from the 
last section. We need to show that the image of A(n, k - 1) under t~ is contained in 
A(n, k). There are only two possibilities for the image of a column (2',) in the Frobenius 
notation of a partition in A(n ,k  - 1). If (21) is a column of a partition in A(n ,k  - 1) 
a i - -  which goes to (b, + I) under ~, then (ai - 1) - (hi + 1) = ai - bi - 2 < n - 2k, since 
ai - bi < n - 2(k - 1). If(21) is a column of a partition in A(n ,k  - 1) which goes to (bl) 
under ~, then bi - ai < n - 2k, since bi < k and n >/3k - 1. The partitions not in the 
image of ~ restricted to A(n,k)  are A(n,k)  c~ L(n,k)  = {2eR(n ,k ) la i  - bi < n - 2k 
and bl - 1 <<. ai+ l, bs = O, and al >~ k - 1}. 
Because the sets A(n, k) and L(n ,k)  have the same cardinality and, what is more, 
essentially the same generating function, it is natural to want a bijection between 
them, especially one which decreases partition size by k. We give a bijection, 
~k,,k:L(n, k )~ A(n, k), which unfortunately does not decrease the partition size by k. 
~b,, k : L(n, k) ~ A (n, k) is defined in two steps. Let 2 ~ L(n, k) 
Step 1 (Invert): 
~=(n-k -as - I  ... n -k -a l~ (a'l ... a's~ 
k -b~-  1 k -b1-  l )=\b '~ ... b's]' 
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Step 2 (Peel): ~ is ] with the first column ripped off. 
If a'~ # 0, then 
= (a'l -- 1 ... a'~-I - 1 a's-- 1"] 
\bh+l  b ' s+ l  0 ] '  
If a'~ = O, then 
~= (a 'a -  1 ... a ' s_ , - - l~  
\b ' z+ l  b ' ,+ l  f 
~,,,k(2) = 2. We now show that $, .k(L(n,k))= A(n,k). After step 1, the condition 
b ,=0 becomes b'l =k-1 .  The condition b i -1  ~<ai+l for all i becomes 
(k -b '~- i+ l  - 1) -1  <<. (n -k -a '~_ i -1 )  or a ; -b ;+ l  - l<~n-2k ,  anda l  ~ k-  1 
becomes a'~ <. n - 2k. After step 2, since b'~ -- k - 1, the size of each partition is now 
k - 1 less. In both the case a's = 0 and the case a', :/: O, the conditions a', <~ n - 2k and 
a ' i -b ' i+ l - l<~n-2k  for all i become a; ' -b ; '<n-k  for all i; i.e. 
¢,,k(L(n,k)) = A(n,k). [] 
8. A conjecture 
This section has conjecture which extends the cocharge version of Theorems 2.1 
and 6.1. 
Definition 8.1. Given positive integers a, b, r, where r > 1 and a ~> b, a nonnegative 
integer c, and a partit ion of a + b + c, 2, define 
o<~t,s<~ t ( -  1)S+tq¢£~)q(%~)C("+~+t'b-t'~-~)a' 
where C~,,+s+t.b-,,c-s):~ = 0 if b - t < O, c - s < O, or b - t < c - s. 
Note that if we let a = n - k, b = k and c --- 0, we obtain the polynomial Tk,(2) from 
Theorem 6.1. 
Conjecture 8.1. Let a,b,c,r, and 2 be as in Definitio 8.1. Suppose r<~ b-c  and 
a/> (r + 1)b - 1. Then there exists a partition Bta.b,c)r such that if 2 ~< Bta.b.¢)~ in 
reverse lex, then S(,,b,o,(2) has nonnegative coefficients. 
From the examples we have, it seems that the partitions B(a, b, c~r have a formula very 
much like the formulas for Bk,(n) in Definition 2.1. 
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